The Impact of Multiple Primary Rules on Cancer Statistics in Canada, 1992 to 2012.
Several sets of multiple primary rules have been used in Canada to determine whether a cancer is new and little is known of the impact on cancer statistics. We examine the effect of rules on the magnitude and trend of age-standardized incidence rates (ASIRs) of cancer in Canada between 1992 and 2012. Cancer- and sex-specific ASIRs were estimated using Canadian Cancer Registry (CCR) rules and the more conservative International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) rules. CCR- and IARC-based ASIRs and trends were compared using rate ratios (CCR:IARC) and joinpoint analysis, respectively. We highlight instances where CCR-based ASIRs exceed the upper 95% confidence limit of corresponding IARC-based ASIRs, as well as instances where the magnitude and/or direction of annual percent change (APC) in ASIRs differ across rules. Additionally, we examine how differences in CCR- and IARC-based estimates vary across regions. Between 1992 and 2012, ASIR ratios (CCR:IARC) for all cancers combined increased from about 1 to 1.061 and 1.067 for males and females, respectively, and reached as high as 1.141 for male melanoma and 1.109 for female breast cancer. Between 2010 and 2012, ASIR ratios were elevated for stage 0-1 colorectal (males, 1.060; females, 1.072) and lung and bronchus cancer (males, 1.052; females, 1.061) and all stages of female breast cancer (stage 0-1, 1.100; stage 2, 1.061; stage 3, 1.059; stage 4, 1.094). Where differences existed, CCR-based trends tended to demonstrate steeper increases (eg, male and female melanoma) or less steep declines (eg, all male cancers, female breast cancer). Ontario was particularly impacted and substantially influenced national estimates. Multiple primary rules can substantially affect the magnitude and trend of ASIRs. The impact will continue to grow as the number of people surviving cancer, and thus at risk for subsequent cancers, continues to grow. Because of inconsistencies in the multiple primary rules used over time, we recommend using IARC rules for monitoring trends and making comparisons across jurisdictions, and using CCR rules for quantifying the full burden of cancer.